
A Computational Fluid Mehanis solution to theMonge-Kantorovih mass transfer problem.Jean-David Benamou � Yann Brenier yJuly 9, 2001AbstratThe L2 Monge-Kantorovih mass transfer problem [31℄ is reset in aFluid Mehanis framework and numerially solved by an augmented La-grangian method.1 IntrodutionThe �rst mass transfer problem was onsidered by Monge in 1781 in his \m�emoiresur la th�eorie des d�eblais et des remblais", a Civil Engineering problem whereparels of materials have to be displaed from one site to another one withminimal transportation ost. A modern treatment of this problem has beeninitiated by Kantorovih in 1942 (f. [23℄ for the english version), leading to theso-alled Monge-Kantorovih problem whih has reeived a onsiderable interestin the reent years, with a wide range of potential appliations and extensions.A reent omprehensive review an be found in the new books by Rahev andR�ushendorf [31℄, the leture notes by Evans [19℄ and the review paper by MCann and Gangbo [21℄.The framework of the Monge-Kantorovih problem is as follows. Two densityfuntions �0(x) � 0 and �T (x) � 0 of x 2 Rd , that we assume to be boundedwith total mass one ZRd �0(x)dx = ZRd �T (x)dx = 1; (1)�INRIA, Domaine de Volueau, B.P.105 78153 Le Chesnay edex, Frane, e-mail :Jean-David.Benamou�inria.fryInstitut universitaire de Frane et Universit�e Paris 6, Laboratoire d'analyse num�erique, 4plae Jussieu, 75752 Paris edex 05, Frane. e-mail :Brenier�ann.jussieu.fr1



are given. We say that a map M from Rd to Rd realizes the transfer of �0 to�T if, for all bounded subset A of Rd ,Zx2A �T (x)dx = ZM(x)2A �0(x)dx: (2)If M is a smooth one-to-one map, (2) just meansdet(rM(x))�T (M(x)) = �0(x); (3)where det denotes determinants for d � d matries, whih is often refered asthe \jaobian equation". The \jaobian problem", onsisting in �nding suha map M , given �0 and �T , has been solved by Moser [27℄ and Daorognaand Moser [17℄ with two di�erent onstrutive methods that an both lead toe�etive numerial algorithms (see [7℄ for appliations in Chemistry). Clearlythe jaobian problem is underdetermined and it is natural to selet among themaps satisfying (2) those whih are optimal in a suitable sense. One way isto introdue the so-alled Lp Kantorovih (or Wasserstein) distane between �0and �T de�ned by :dp(�0; �T )p = infM Z jM(x)� xjp�0(x)dx; (4)where p � 1 is �xed, j:j denotes the eulidean norm in Rd and the in�mumis taken among all map M transporting �0 to �T . Whenever the in�mum isahieved by some map M , we say that M is an optimal transfer and solves theLp Monge-Kantorovih problem (MKP).Two exponents p are partiularly interesting. The original Monge transferproblem orresponds to p = 1 and has been studied by Sudakov [35℄ (see [19℄and the relationship with sandpile models). The ase p = 2, the only one ad-dressed in the present paper, has remarkable properties and, as we shall see,is diretly related to Continuum Mehanis. Let us just briey mention thetheoretial importane of the L2 MKP in many di�erent �elds suh as Proba-bility Theory and Statistis [31℄, Funtional Analysis [3℄, Kineti Theory (wherethe L2 Kantorovih distane is losely related to the homogeneous Boltzmannequation of maxwellian moleules and the Fokker-Plank equation [36℄, [22℄),Atmospheri Sienes (where the onstrution of the semi-geostrophi model byCullen and Purser is based on a variant of the L2 MKP [16℄, [6℄), Astrophysis[26℄, Porous media equations, Hele-Shaw equations (with the new approah in-trodued by Otto for dissipative PDEs viewed as gradient ows with respet tothe L2 Kantorovih metri [28℄,[29℄). From a more omputational point of view,the Kantorovih distane is a valuable quantitative information to ompare twodi�erent density funtions, whih may be used in various �elds of appliations,suh as shape reognition in image proessing, omputer vision and signal treat-ment, data assimilation in meteorology and oeanography, quantum hemistryet. 2



Let us reall a basi theoretial result on the L2 MKP ([24℄, [8℄, [10℄, seealso [31℄, [21℄,[19℄) : there is a unique optimal transfer M haraterized as theunique map transferring �0 to �T whih an be written as the gradient of someonvex funtion 	, M(x) = r	(x): (5)Moreover, beause of (2), 	 is a solution (in a suitable weak sense) of theMonge-Amp�ere equationdet(H	(x))�T (r	(x)) = �0(x); (6)(where H	 is the Hessian matrix of 	). Moreover 	 inherits the smoothnessof �0 and �T under additional geometrial onditions, as shown by Ca�arelli [13℄.It follows from this theoretial result that a natural omputational solu-tion of the L2 MKP is the numerial resolution of the Monge-Amp�ere equation(6). Unfortunately, this fully non-linear seond-order ellipti equation has notreeived muh attention from numerial analysts and, to the best of our knowl-edge, there is no eÆient �nite-di�erene or �nite-element methods, omparableto those developped for linear seond-order ellipti equations (suh as fast Pois-son solvers, multigrid methods, preonditioned onjugate gradient methods,...).In addition, the mass transfer problem involving (6) is not a standard boundaryvalue problems even when �0 vanishes along a smooth subset of Rd . A geo-metrial method has been designed at the UK met'oÆe by Cullen and Purser[16℄, [14℄, in view of the numerial resolution of the semi-geostrophi equations,using an approah similar to Pogorelov's onstrutive proof of existene for theMonge-Amp�ere equation [30℄. A similar method is used in [25℄ for the designof antennas. A domain deomposition method for problem (6) has also beenproposed in [4℄ and used for a simpli�ed semi-geostrophi model in [5℄.In the present paper, we introdue an alternative numerial method for theL2 MKP, avoiding the diret solution of (6), based on a resetting of the masstransfer problem into a Continuum Mehanis framework. To do that, we �xa time interval [0; T ℄ and onsider all possible smooth enough, time-dependent,density et veloity �elds, �(t; x) � 0, v(t; x) 2 Rd , subjet to the ontinuityequation �t�+r:(�v) = 0 (7)for 0 < t < T and x 2 Rd , and the initial and �nal onditions�(0; :) = �0; �(T; :) = �T : (8)Then, we will observe
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Proposition 1.1 The square of the L2 Kantorovih distane is equal to thein�mum of T ZRd Z T0 �(t; x)jv(t; x)j2dxdt; (9)among all (�; v) satisfying (7) and (8).The formal optimality onditions of this spae-time minimization problemturn out to be v(t; x) = r (t; x); (10)where the potential � is the Lagrange multiplier of onstraints (7), (8), and theHamilton-Jaobi equation �t�+ 12 jr�j2 = 0: (11)In terms of Fluid Mehanis, this says that the optimal solution is simply givenby a pressureless potential ow.Let us point out that a Continuum Mehanis formulation was already im-pliitely ontained in the original problem addressed by Monge : \le probl�emedes remblais et des d�eblais". Eliminating the time variable was just a leverway of reduing the dimension of the problem. However, from a omputationalpoint of view, reintroduing the time variable allows to solve a onvex (althoughnot quadrati) spae-time minimization problem in the density and momentumvariables, namely � and m = �v, with linear onstraints, namely (7) and (8), in-stead of the original one, de�ned by (4), whih is a quadrati spae minimizationproblem in M , with a non-linear, non-onvex and highly degenerate onstraint(2). This is in our opinion a onsiderable advantage, in spite of the additionof the extra (but not arti�ial) time variable. In addition, the Continuum Me-hanis formulation, provides a natural time interpolant �(t; x) of the data �0and �T and a veloity �eld v(t; x) whih moves �0 toward �T , whih may beuseful for pratial appliations, in partiular for omputational vision. (Notiethat our approah is somewhat related to reent tehniques used in omputervision based on elasti motions, suh as the geometri approah of [38℄.)The new spae-time minimization problem will be solved as a saddle-pointproblem for a suitable Lagrangian. To do that, a spae-time dependent Lagrangemultiplier �(t; x) will be used for the linear onstraints (7) and (8), the integrandof (9) will be written as a Legendre transform12�jvj2 = supfa�+ b:�v ; a+ 12 jbj2 � 0g; (12)and the orresponding spae-time dependent dual variables a(t; x) 2 R andb(t; x) 2 Rd will also be used. In the saddle-point problem, the original un-knowns, namely the density � and the momentumm = �v, beome the Lagrange4



multipliers for the new onstrainta� �t� = 0; b�r� = 0: (13)Following a lassial tehnique of Computational Continuum Mehanis, the so-alled augmented Lagrangian method [20℄, the Lagrangian will be augmented bythe squared L2 norm of the new onstraint (13) and Uzawa's gradient methodwill be used, orresponding to the so-alled ALG2 algorithm of [20℄. Beauseof the use of the dual variables (a; b), eah gradient step amounts to solve threeelementary omputational problems : Step 1 is a spae-time onstant-oeÆientLaplae equation in � with homogeneous Neumann boundary onditions in spaeand non-homogeneous Neumann onditions in time, for whih fast solvers anbe used, Step 2 is a pointwise minimization in a and b, whih amounts to min-imize at eah spae-time grid point a onvex funtion of one real variable, Step3 is a trivial updating of the main unknowns � and m. So our method is veryeasy to ode and the omputational ost of eah iteration of the Uzawa methodis nearly optimal. Numerial examples will be shown, in two spae dimensions,on the unit square with periodi boundary onditions. A non-trivial examplewill be the transfer of two shifted periodi arrays of gaussian densities. Ourmethod will be able to pik up the hange of topology of the ontour lines dueto the partiular geometry of the periodi square.Let us outline the ontaint of the paper : In setion 2, we make a short reviewof the L2 MKP, inluding some elementary examples and possible appliationsand extensions. In setion 3, we justify Proposition 1.1. In setion 4, we desribethe algorithm. Finally, numerial examples will be provided in setion 5.2 Examples of MKP and generalizations.The assignment problem.The data �0 and �T an be muh more general than bounded funtions andprobability measures an also be onsidered [31℄. In partiular, we an onsiderweighted sums of delta funtions, suh as�0(x) = 1N Xi=1;N Æ(x� xi); �T (x) = 1N Xi=1;N Æ(x � yi); (14)where the 2N points x1 2 Rd ,...,xN 2 Rd , y1 2 Rd ,...,yN 2 Rd are given. Thenthe L2 Kantorovih distane is simplyd2(�0; �T )2 = inf� Xi=1;N jyi � x�(i)j2; (15)5



where the in�mum is performed over all permutations i! �(i). This is a parti-ular ase of one of the most basi (and polynomial) problems in CombinatorialOptimization, the linear assignment problem [3℄, whih has the general strutureinf� Xi=1;N (i; �(i)); (16)where ((i; j); i; j = 1; N) is a given \ost" matrix. Here(i; j) = jxi � yj j2: (17)This problem an be solved as a linear programming problem, following Kan-torovih' approah [23℄, after notiing that (16) an be writteninf� Xi;j=1;N ij�ij ; (18)where ij = jxi�yjj2 is the so-alled ost matrix and � denotes anyN�N matrixwith nonnegative entries, suh that the sum of all olumns and rows is alwaysequal to one. (These matries, alled doubly-stohasti matries, de�ne a onvexset the extreme points of whih exatly are the permutation matries). Thereare nearly optimal algorithms for general ost matries, with a omputationalost of order O(N2 logN), suh as Balinski's algorithm [2℄. However, to thebest of our knowledge, there is no optimal algorithm for the speial struture(17).The MKP on the real line.In the one dimensional ase d = 1, the onvexity of potential 	 just means thatthe optimal mass transfer x ! M(x) is a non-dereasing funtion. Thus, M isentirely determined by (2) throughZy<M(x) �T (y)dy = Zy<x �0(y)dy; 8x 2 R; (19)whih an be easily solved numerially. As a matter of fat, in this ase, thelinear assignment problem (16) with ost (17) is equivalent to sorting the pointsxi and yi in inreasing order.Dilated and translated densities.Let us assume that �T is ompatly supported in Rd and obtained from �0through a dilation and a translation�T (x) = rd�(r(x � )); (20)6



for some r > 0 and  2 Rd , and �0 is normalized so thatZ x�0(x)dx = 0; Z jxj2�0(x)dx = 1: (21)Then it an be heked that the optimal transfer is simply given by M(x) =r�1x+ , whih yields d2(�0; �T )2 = (1� r�1)2 + jj2: (22)Extension to more omplex Fluid Mehanis models.As already mentioned, the formal optimality ondition for � and v orrespondto the evolution of a potential pressureless ow, a very rude model in Fluid Me-hanis. More interesting models for use in Meteorology and Oeanography anbe related to the MKP. In is well known, for instane, that the Euler equationsfor an ideal inompressible uid(�t + v:r)v = �rp; r:v = 0; (23)in whih p(t; x) is the pressure �eld, obey a least ation priniple [1℄. TheEuler equations have been studied as a spae-time minimization problem byShnirelman [33℄, [34℄ and Brenier [9℄, [12℄, and numerially in [32℄. In [12℄, ageneralized MKP is used to haraterize the limits of the minimizing sequenes,where the density and veloity �elds depend on an additional variable a 2[0; 1℄ (whih orrespond to a Lagrangian label). These are denoted by �0(x; a),�T (x; a), for the data and �(t; x; a), v(t; x; a) for the unknowns. Constraints (8),(7) are enfored for eah value of a. The problem is now to minimizeT ZRd Z T0 Z 10 �(t; x; a)jv(t; x; a)j2dxdtda: (24)The new feature of this problem lies in the additional onstraint on the densitesat eah point (t; x) : Z 10 �(t; x; a)da = 1: (25)This equation omes from the inompressibility onstraint and pressure p(t; x)is indeed the assoiated Lagrange multiplier.In the simpler ase when a is a disrete variable and da the ounting measure,we reover the homegenized vortex sheet model disussed in [11℄.The numerial method introdued in the present paper an in priniple bediretly generalized to suh problems, in whih time annot be eliminated.
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Interpolation of the L2 and the Kantorovih distanesWhen two densities �0 and �T must be ompared, it is very natural to use theL2 Kantorovih distane. However, sometimes, the regular L2 distane :dL2(�0; �T )2 = Z j�0(x) � �T (x)j2dx (26)may be more appropriate. Both situations our in the ase of data assimilationfor meteorologial foreasting (f. M.J.Cullen, private ommuniation, see also[18℄). A ombination of these metris may therefore be desired for pratial ap-pliations. A nie interpolation of the L2 and Kantorovih distanes between �0and �T , for � 2 [0; 1℄, is naturally provided by the time ontinuous formulation,where (8), (7) are unhanged and the ost funtional is replaed by :ZRd Z 10 [(1� �)�(t; x)jv(t; x)j2 + �(�t�(t; x))2℄dxdt (27)(here T is normalized to 1). Indeed, � = 0 and � = 1 respetively give bak theL2 Kantorovih distane and the regular L2 distane. A remarkable feature ofthis problem is its formal optimality ondition(1� �)(�t + v:r)v + ��ttr� = 0; (28)whih is nothing but the Boussinesq equation without gravity term [37℄.3 Justi�ation of the Fluid Mehanis formula-tion of the MKP.The proof of Proposition 1.1 is easily obtained by using Lagrangian oordinates.We assume �0 and �T to be ompatly supported in Rd and bounded. Letus onsider (suÆiently smooth) �elds � and v satisfying (7), (8). We useLagrangian oordinates and de�ne X(t; x) by :X(0; x) = x; �tX(t; x) = v(t;X(t; x)); (29)so that, for all test funtions f ,Z f(t; x)�(t; x)dxdt = Z f(t;X(t; x))�0(x)dxdt; (30)Z f(t; x)�(t; x)v(t; x)dxdt = Z �tX(t; x)f(t;X(t; x))�0(x)dxdt: (31)Notie �rst that (8) and (30) imply thatM(x) = X(T; x) satis�es ondition (2),just as the optimal map r	(x) does. Next, we observe thatT ZRd Z T0 �(t; x)jv(t; x)j2dxdt = T ZRd Z T0 �0(x)jv(t;X(t; x))j2dxdt8



(by (30)) = T ZRd Z T0 �0(x)j�tX(t; x)j2dxdt(by (29)) � ZRd �0(x)jX(T; x)�X(0; x)j2dx(by Jensen's inequality) = ZRd �0(x)jX(T; x)� xj2dx(by (29) again) � ZRd �0(x)jr	(x) � xj2dx(beause both X(T; x) and r	(x) satisfy ondition (2), as already mentioned,and r	 is the optimal map).Thus, the optimal hoie of X(t; x) is given byX(t; x) = x+ tT (r	(x)� x); (32)whih orresponds to the pair (�; v) de�ned by :Z f(t; x)�(t; x)dtdx = Z f(t; x+ tr	(x)� xT )�0(x)dtdx; (33)Z f(t; x)�(t; x)v(t; x)dtdx = (34)Z r	(x) � xT f(t; x+ tr	(x)� xT )�0(x)dtdx;for all test funtions f . This ompletes the proof of Proposition 1.1.4 The numerial method.The omputational domain is the periodi box D = Rd=Zd and the followingnotations will be used :- rx is the spatial gradient,- rt;x = f�t;rxg is the time-spae gradient,- �t;x = �2t +�x is the time-spae Laplaian,- for two vetors in R �Rd , a; b and a0; b0, fa; bg:fa0; b0g = aa0 + b:b0 denotesthe inner produt. 9



The L2 MKP an be written as a saddle-point problem by introduing aspae-time dependent Lagrange multiplier �(t; x) for onstraints (7) and (8).The Lagrangian is given by :L(�; �;m) = Z T0 ZD[ jmj22� � �t���rx�:m℄� ZD [�(0; :)�0 � �(T; :)�T ℄; (35)where the terms involving � ome from the integration by part of (7) usingboundary onditions (8).Given initial and �nal densities �0 and �T , the L2 MKP is equivalent to thesaddle-point problem : inf�;m sup� L(�; �;m): (36)The (formal) optimality onditions for this problem are :( �t�+ jmj22� = 0; m� = rx��t�+rx:m = 0; �(0; :) = �0; �(T; :) = �T : (37)Notie that m an be eliminated and the equations of a pressureless potentialow, namely (10), (7), (11) are then reovered.A new Lagrangian.In this subsetion we build a new Lagrangian for whih the methods of [20℄an be applied very easily. Let us �rst observe that, for positive �, we have,pointwise in time and spae,jm(t; x)j22�(t; x) = supfa;bg2K[a(t; x)�(t; x) + b(t; x):m(t; x)℄ (38)whereK = ffa; bg : R � Rd ! R � Rd ; s: t: a+ jbj22 � 0 pointwiseg: (39)Notie that the left-hand side of (38) beomes in�nite whenever � vanishes or � ispositive andm vanishes. Let us introdue the following variables and notations :� = f�;mg q = fa; bg; < �; q >= Z T0 ZD �:q; (40)F (q) = 0 if q 2 K; +1 else, G(�) = ZD[�(0; :)�0 � �(T; :)�T ℄: (41)We now laim that we an write problem (36) as :sup� inf�;q [F (q) +G(�)+ < �;rt;x�� q >℄ : (42)10



To prove this formula, we �rst use (38) in (35). With the new notations, weget for (36)� inf�;m sup� L(�; �;m) = sup�;m inf� [G(�) + Z T0 ZD(�:rt;x�� supq2K �:q)℄: (43)Here q = fa; bg is meant to be the dual variable of � = f�;mg. We now remarkthat : Z T0 ZD supq2K �:q = supq [�F (q) + Z T0 ZD �:q℄and we �nally get (42) from (43), as laimed.Suh Lagrangian formulations are used in [20℄ for solving problems of theform minv fF (Bv) +G(v)g ;where F , G are onvex funtionals and B is a linear operator. In order to fullyomply with the hypothesis on F , G, and B used in [20℄, we lak oerivity onF . A simple way to �x this problem is to replae F by the perturbed funtionF�1 : F�1(q) = F (q) + �1 < q; q > :However, in pratie, we obtain fully satisfatory results just with �1 = 0.The augmented Lagrangian.In the new saddle-point problem (42), we an now onsider � = f�;mg as theLagrange multiplier of a new onstraint ating on �, namelyrt;x�� q: (44)(Notie that � was the Lagrange multiplier of onstraint (7) in the originalsaddle-point problem (36).)Thus, we de�ne the \augmented" Lagrangian :Lr(�; q; �) = F (q)+G(�)+ < �;rt;x��q > +r2 < rt;x��q;rt;x��q > (45)where r is a positive parameter and the orresponding saddle-point problemsup� inf�;q Lr(�; q; �); (46)whih learly has the same solutions as (36).11



The algorithm.A simple algorithm of [20℄, alled ALG2, based on relaxations of the Uzawa al-gorithm is now used to solve the problem. We get a three step iterative methodwhih onstruts a sequene (�n; qn; �n) onverging to the saddle-point.ALG2:� (�n�1; qn�1; �n) are given.� Step A: Find �n suh that :Lr(�n; qn�1; �n) � Lr(�; qn�1; �n); 8�: (47)� Step B: Find qn suh that :Lr(�n; qn; �n) � Lr(�; q; �n); 8q: (48)� Step C : Do �n+1 = �n + r(rt;x�n � qn) (49)(where r > 0 is the parameter of the Augmented Lagrangian).� Go bak to step A.Step A and B are simply a relaxation method for the minimization part ofthe saddle-point problem. Step C is a gradient step for the dual problem.Step ATo get Step A, we di�erentiate Lr with respet to � and get for �n :G(�) + r < rt;x�n � qn�1;rt;x� > + < �n;rt;x� >= 0; 8�:After integrating by part in spae and time, we see that this is the variationalformulation of the spae-time Laplae equation�r�t;x�n = rt;x:(�n � rqn�1) (50)with periodi boundary onditions in spae and Neumann boundary onditionsin time : r�t�n(0; :) = �0 � �n(0; :) + ran�1(0; :); (51)r�t�n(T; :) = �T � �n(T; :) + ran�1(T; :): (52)Reall that �n = f�n;mng and qn�1 = fan�1; bn�1g.12



Note that this Neumann problem is well posed sineZD[�0 � �T ℄ = 0:In pratie, for programming simpliity, we use the perturbed Laplae equation�r�t;x�n + r�2�n = rt;x:(�n � rqn�1)where �2 is a small positive parameter.Step BWe annot di�erentiate Lr with respet to q and qn is simply obtained by solvinginfq [F (q) + r2 < rt;x�n � q;rt;x�n � q > + < �n;rt;x�n � q >℄;whih is equivalent to :infq2K < rt;x�n + �nr � q;rt;x�n + �nr � q > :It is important to notie that this minimization an be performed pointwise inspae and time. Indeed, let us set :pn(t; x) = f�n(t; x); �n(t; x)g = rt;x�n(t; x) + �n(t; x)r :Then qn(t; x) = fan(t; x); bn(t; x)g is obtained by solving in (a; b) :inff(a� �n(t; x))2 + jb� �n(t; x)j2; a+ jbj22 � 0gThis is turns out to be simple one dimensional projetion problem whih anbe omputed analytially or using Newton's method.Step CStep C is simply the pointwise update :�n+1(t; x) = �n(t; x) + r(rt;x�n(t; x)� qn(t; x)):Cost and onvergene riterium.Among these three steps, only Step A is global. This means that the ost ofStep B and C are of order O(N) where N is the number of points of the spaetime lattie. The Laplae equation (step A) an be solved in O(NLogN) oper-ations. The ost of this methods is therefore of order NLogN times the number13



of iterations in n needed for onverge.We do not have theoretial estimates on the speed of onvergene of themethod. To be able to produe numerial estimates and also for the pratialpurpose of stopping the omputation we need to de�ne a onvergene riterium.The optimality onditions (37) are useful for that purpose. We an indeed usethe residual of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation (11), namelyresn = �t�n + jrx�nj22whih is a by-produt of the algorithm. This quantity onverges to 0 as weapproah the solution of problem. The normalized onvergene riterium usedis ritn =vuut R T0 RD �njresnjR T0 RD �njrx�nj2 : (53)5 Numerial results.We present numerial tests performed on the unit square with periodi boundaryonditions in spae. The spae-time domain is disretized using a regular 32�32 � 31 lattie. The parameters of the method are taken as �2 = 0:001 andr = 1. As usual for gradient method onvergene rate quikly deays. However,a moderate number of iterations (about 30 for smooth data and few hundredsfor pieewise onstant data) is enough to get good approximate solutions inpratie. We show for di�erent time steps the level urves of the approximatesolution �. The �nal value of � at time step 31 always math �T .Test 1The exat solution of this problem set in free spae is the translation of agaussian density (�gure 1). There is no notiable e�et of the periodi boundaryonditions.Test 2Beause of the periodi boundary onditions, this experiment amounts to shiftalong the diagonal an in�nite lattie of gaussian funtions. The optimal transferis not a simple translation as ould be primarily thought but rather prefers tosplit eah gaussian funtions into four piees, sending eah of them to the nearestorner (�gure 2).
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